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“The Solution”
[In Memory Of The June 17 1953 East
German Workers Rebellion]
After the uprising of the 17th of June
The Secretary of the Writers Union
Had leaflets distributed in the Stalinallee
Stating that the people
Had forfeited the confidence of the government
And could win it back only
By redoubled efforts. Would it not be easier
In that case for the government
To dissolve the people
And elect another?
Brecht

AFGHANISTAN WAR REPORTS

“Between Jan. 1 And May 7, Afghan
Security Forces Saw A 63% Increase In
Those Killed And Wounded”
Jun 16 Associated Press
Between Jan. 1 and May 7, Afghan security forces saw a 63-percent increase in those
killed and wounded in action as the Taliban spread across the country from their
traditional strongholds in the east and south bordering Pakistan.
The figures show 2,322 army, police and local security personnel were killed during that
period, 53 percent more than the same period in 2014.

MILITARY NEWS

FORWARD OBSERVATIONS

“At a time like this, scorching irony, not convincing argument, is needed. Oh had
I the ability, and could reach the nation’s ear, I would, pour out a fiery stream of
biting ridicule, blasting reproach, withering sarcasm, and stern rebuke.
“For it is not light that is needed, but fire; it is not the gentle shower, but thunder.
“We need the storm, the whirlwind, and the earthquake.”
“The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they
oppose.”
Frederick Douglass, 1852

People do not make revolutions eagerly any more than they do war. There is this
difference, however, that in war compulsion plays the decisive role, in revolution
there is no compulsion except that of circumstances.
A revolution takes place only when there is no other way out. And the
insurrection, which rises above a revolution like a peak in the mountain chain of
its events, can be no more evoked at will than the revolution as a whole. The
masses advance and retreat several times before they make up their minds to the
final assault.
-- Leon Trotsky; The History of the Russian Revolution

Patient Aids

On a train south to L.A. from Portland, Oregon 2012. Photograph by Mike Hastie
From: Mike Hastie
To: Military Resistance Newsletter
Sent: June 17, 2015
Subject: Patient Aids
Patient Aids
If the world is a pistol, the U.S. is the trigger.
We have become a psychiatric facility,
and there are no more beds.
In poker, it's called a full house.
And, when the oligarchy patients get their meds,
it gets rid of all their guilt, so they can launch
another war for magnificent profits.
And, the patient aids, that's the American people,
we just follow these psychotic patients around to
make sure they get their to-do list done.
When the patients' sign our pay checks,
the Roman Coliseum starts to fill up with the
excitement and anticipation of the intoxicating kill.
The American people and their elite patients indulge
in an orgy of such orgasmic climax, that it sends their
minds into the opium world of absolute ecstasy.
At 6-years-old, George W. Bush got caught stealing
toy soldiers at a store.
As 43rd President, he would kill and execute countless people
in Afghanistan and Iraq with impunity as the American people
stood and cheered.
The 74th Annual Father Of The Year Awards.
June 18, 2015 at The Hilton Hotel, New York City.

Honorees: George W. Bush and Morris Goldfarb.
500,000 Dead Iraqi Children.
Mike Hastie
Army Medic Vietnam
June 16, 2015

We have about 50% of the world's wealth, but only 6.3%
of its population. In this situation, we cannot fail to be the
object of envy and resentment. Our real task in the coming
period is to devise a pattern of relationships which will permit
us to maintain this position of disparity without positive detriment to our national security.
George F. Kennan
U.S. State Dept. Diplomat
Secret memo sent in 1948
Most famous as "the father of containment"
and as a key figure in the emergence of the
Cold War. Died in 2005 at age 101
Photo and caption from the portfolio of Mike Hastie, US Army Medic, Vietnam
1970-71. (For more of his outstanding work, contact at:
(hastiemike@earthlink.net) T)
One day while I was in a bunker in Vietnam, a sniper round went over my head.
The person who fired that weapon was not a terrorist, a rebel, an extremist, or a
so-called insurgent. The Vietnamese individual who tried to kill me was a citizen
of Vietnam, who did not want me in his country. This truth escapes millions.
Mike Hastie
U.S. Army Medic
Vietnam 1970-71
December 13, 2004

U.S. Senator Calls For Military
Defeat Of Invading U.S. Army:
Supporting Resistance, Corwin Says “If I
Were A Mexican I Would Tell You, ‘Have
You Not Room In Your Own Country To
Bury Your Dead Men? If You Come Into

Mine We Will Greet You With Bloody
Hands, And Welcome You To Hospitable
Graves”
[Corwin, along with many others, understood the war on Mexico was initiated by
slaveholders controlling the U.S. government to grab more territory for slavery.
Therefore, he, along with many others, made very clear which side he was on, as
in this speech. The biographical information below is based on data from
Wikipedia. He and this speech deserve to be well remembered.
[Thanks to Fabian Bouthillette, Iraq Veterans Against The War & Military Initiative
Organizing Committee, for copying from a very old book. T]
***************************************
By THOMAS CORWIN, of Ohio. Speech opposing the U.S. war on Mexico delivered
February 11, 1847.
Corwin served in the U.S. Senate from March 4, 1845 to July 20, 1850. He was again
elected to the House of Representatives in 1858, and returned to that body as a
Republican and served from March 4, 1859 to March 12, 1861.
He resigned only a few days into the 37th Congress after being appointed by the
newly inaugurated President Abraham Lincoln to become Minister to Mexico,
where he served until 1864.
Corwin, well-regarded among the Mexican public for his opposition to the Mexican
War while in the Senate, helped keep relations with the Mexicans friendly
throughout the course of the Civil War, despite Confederate efforts to sway their
allegiances.
Born 1794. Died 1865.
*********************************
What is the territory, Mr. President, which you propose to wrest from Mexico?
It is consecrated to the heart of the Mexican by many a well-fought battle, with his
old Castilian master.
His Bunker Hills, and Saratogas, and Yorktowns are there. The Mexican can say,
“There I bled for liberty! and shall I surrender that consecrated home of my
affections to the Anglo-Saxon invaders?
What do they want with it? They have Texas already. They have possessed
themselves of the territory between the Nueces and the Rio Grande.

What else do they want? To what shall I point my children as memorials, of that
independence which I bequeath to them, when those battlefields shall have passed from
my possession?
Sir, had one come and demanded Bunker Hill of the people of Massachusetts, had
England’s lion ever showed himself there, is there a man over thirteen, and under
ninety, who would not have been ready to meet him — is there a river on this
continent that would not have run red with blood — is there a field but would have
been piled high with the unburied bones of slaughtered Americans before these
consecrated battlefields of liberty should have been wrested from us?
But this same American goes into a sister republic, and says to poor, weak Mexico,
“Give up your territory — you are unworthy to possess it — I have got one-half already
— all I ask you is to give up the other!”
England might as well, in the circumstances I have described, have come and
demanded of us “Give up the Atlantic slope — give up this trifling territory from the
Allegheny mountains to the sea; it is only from Maine to St. Mary’s — only about onethird of your Republic, and the least interesting portion of it.”
What would be the response?
They would say, “We must give this up to John Bull.” Why?
“He wants room.”
The Senator from Michigan says he must have this. Why, my worthy Christian brother,
on what principle of justice?
“I want room!”
Sir, look at this pretense of want of room.
With twenty millions of people, you have about one thousand millions of acres of land,
inviting settlement by every conceivable argument — bringing them down to a quarter of
a dollar an acre, and allowing every man to squat where he pleases. But the Senator
from Michigan says we will be two hundred millions in a few years, and we want room.
If I were a Mexican I would tell you, “Have you not room in your own country to
bury your dead men? If you come into mine we will greet you with bloody hands,
and welcome you to hospitable graves.”
Why, says the chairman of this Committee of Foreign Relations, it is the most
reasonable thing in the world! We ought to have the Bay of San Francisco. Why?
Because it is the best harbor on the Pacific!
It has been my fortune, Mr. President, to have practiced a good deal in criminal courts in
the course of my life, but I never yet heard a thief, arraigned for stealing a horse, plead
that it was the best horse that he could find in the country!

We want California. What for? “Why,” says the Senator from Michigan, “we will have it;”
and the Senator from South Carolina, with a very mistaken view, I think, of policy, says,
“You can’t keep our people from going there.” I don’t desire to prevent them. Let them
go and seek their happiness in whatever country or clime it pleases them.
All I ask of them is, not to require this Government to protect them with that banner
consecrated to war waged for principles — eternal, enduring truth.
Sir, it is not meet that our old flag should throw its protecting folds over expeditions for
lucre or for land.
But you still say, you want room for your people. This has been the plea of every
robber-chief from Nimrod to the present hour.
I dare say, when Tamerlane descended from his throne built of seventy thousand human
skulls, and marched his ferocious battalions to further slaughter, I dare say he said, “I
want room.” Bajazet was another gentleman of kindred tastes and wants with us AngloSaxons — he “wanted room.”
Alexander, too, the mighty “Macedonian madman,” when he wandered with his Greeks
to the plains of India, and fought a bloody battle on the very ground where recently
England and the Sikhs engaged in strife for “room,” was, no doubt, in quest of some
California there. Many a Monterey had he to storm to get “room.”
Sir, he made quite as much of that sort of history as you ever will.
Mr. President, do you remember the last chapter in that history? It is soon read. Oh! I
wish we could but understand its moral. Ammon’s son (so was Alexander named), after
all his victories, died drunk in Babylon!
The vast empire he conquered to “get room” became the prey of the generals he had
trained; it was disparted, torn to pieces, and so ended. Sir, there is a very significant
appendix; it is this: the descendants of the Greeks — of Alexander’s Greeks — are now
governed by a descendant of Attila!
Mr. President, while we are fighting for room, let us ponder deeply this appendix. I was
somewhat amazed, the other day, to hear the Senator from Michigan declare that
Europe had quite forgotten us till these battles waked them up. I suppose the Senator
feels grateful to the President for “waking up” Europe.
Does the President, who is, I hope, read in civic as well as military lore, remember the
saying of one who had pondered upon history long — long, too, upon man, his nature
and true destiny? Montesquieu did not think highly of this way of “ waking up.” “Happy,”
says he, “is that nation whose annals are tiresome.”
The Senator from Michigan has a different view of this.
He thinks that a nation is not distinguished until it is distinguished in war; he fears that
the slumbering faculties of Europe have not been able to ascertain that there are twenty
millions of Anglo-Saxons here, making railroads and canals, and speeding all the arts of

peace to the utmost accomplishment of the most refined civilization. They do not know
it!
And what is the wonderful expedient which this democratic method of making history
would adopt in order to make us known? Storming cities, desolating peaceful, happy
homes, shooting men — aye, sir, such is war — and shooting women, too!
Sir, I have read, in some account of your battle of Monterery, of a lovely Mexican girl,
who, with the benevolence of an angel in her bosom, and the robust courage of a hero in
her heart, was busily engaged, during the bloody conflict, amid the crash of falling
houses, the groans of the dying, and the wild shriek of battle, in carrying water to slake
the burning thirst of the wounded of either host.
While bending over a wounded American soldier, a cannon ball struck her and blew her
to atoms!
Sir, I do not charge my brave, generous-hearted countrymen who fought that fight
with this.
No, no! We who send them — we who know that scenes like this, which might
send tears of sorrow “down Pluto’s iron cheek,” are the invariable, inevitable
attendants on war— we are accountable for this.
And this — this is the way we are to be made known to Europe.
This — this is to be the undying renown of free, republican America!
“She has stormed a city — killed many of its inhabitants of both sexes — she has
room!” So it will read.
Sir, if this were our only history, then may God of his mercy grant that its volume
may speedily come to a close.
Why is it, sir, that we of the United States, a people of yesterday, compared with the
older nations of the world, should be waging war for territory — for “room?” Look at
your country, extending from the Allegheny mountains to the Pacific ocean, capable
itself of sustaining, in comfort, a larger population than will be in the whole Union for one
hundred years to come.
Over this vast expanse of territory, your population is now so sparse that I believe we
provided, at the last session, a regiment of mounted men to guard the mail, from the
frontier of Missouri to the mouth of the Columbia; and yet you persist in the ridiculous
assertion, “I want room.” One would imagine, from the frequent reiteration of the
complaint, that you had a bursting, teeming population, whose energy was paralyzed,
whose enterprise was crushed, for want of space.
Why should we be so weak or wicked as to offer this idle apology for ravaging a
neighboring republic? It will impose on no one at home or abroad.
Do we not know, Mr. President, that it is a law never to be repealed, that falsehood
shall be short-lived?

Was it not ordained of old that truth only shall abide forever?
Whatever we may say to-day, or whatever we may write in our books, the stern
tribunal of history will review it all, detect falsehood, and bring us to judgment
before that posterity which shall bless or curse us, as we may act now, wisely or
otherwise:
We may hide in the grave (which awaits us all), in vain; we may hope there, like the
foolish bird that hides its head in the sand, in the vain belief that its body is not seen, yet
even there, this preposterous excuse of want of “room,” shall be laid bare, and the quickcoming future will decide that it was a hypocritical pretense, under which we sought to
conceal the avarice, which prompted us to covet and to seize by force that which was
not ours.
Mr. President, this uneasy desire to augment our territory has depraved the moral sense,
and blunted the otherwise keen sagacity of our people.
What has been the fate of all nations who have acted upon the idea that they must
advance?
Our young orators cherish this notion with a fervid, but fatally mistaken zeal.
They call it by the mysterious name of “destiny.”
“Our destiny,” they say, is “onward,” and hence they argue, with ready sophistry,
the propriety of seizing upon any territory and any people that may lie in the way
of our “fated” advance.
Recently, these progressives have grown classical; some assiduous student of
antiquities has helped them to a patron saint.
They have wandered back into the desolated Pantheon, and there, among the
Polytheistic relics of that “pale mother of dead empires,” they have found a god
whom these Romans, centuries gone by, baptized “Terminus.”

YOUR INVITATION:
Comments, arguments, articles, and letters from service men
and women, and veterans, are especially welcome. Write to Box
126, 2576 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10025-5657 or email
contact@militaryproject.org: Name, I.D., withheld unless you
request publication. Same address to unsubscribe.

THE SUCCESSFUL ANTI-WAR
REBELLION OF THE ARMED
FORCES IN VIETNAM:
“Sedition – Coupled With Disaffection
Within The Ranks, And Externally
Fomented With An Audacity And
Intensity Previously Inconceivable –
Infests The Armed Services”
[Thanks to Mark Shapiro, who sent this in.]
Excerpts from an article by Col. Robert D. Heinl, Jr., North American Newspaper
Alliance, Armed Forces Journal, 7 June, 1971
THE MORALE, DISCIPLINE and battleworthiness of the U.S. Armed Forces are, with a
few salient exceptions, lower and worse than at anytime in this century and possibly in
the history of the United States.
By every conceivable indicator, our army that now remains in Vietnam is in a state
approaching collapse, with individual units avoiding or having refused combat,
murdering their officers and non commissioned officers, drug-ridden, and
dispirited where not near mutinous.
Elsewhere than Vietnam, the situation is nearly as serious.
To understand the military consequences of what is happening to the U.S. Armed
Forces, Vietnam is a good place to start.
It is in Vietnam that the rearguard of a 500,000 man army, in its day and in the
observation of the writer the best army the United States ever put into the field, is
numbly extricating itself from a nightmare war the Armed Forces feel they had foisted on
them by bright civilians who are now back on campus writing books about the folly of it
all.
“They have set up separate companies,” writes an American soldier from Cu Chi,
quoted in the New York Times, “for men who refuse to go into the field. Is no big
thing to refuse to go. If a man is ordered to go to such and such a place he no
longer goes through the hassle of refusing; he just packs his shirt and goes to
visit some buddies at another base camp.
Operations have become incredibly ragtag. Many guys don’t even put on their
uniforms any more... The American garrison on the larger bases are virtually

disarmed. The lifers have taken our weapons from us and put them under lock
and key...There have also been quite a few frag incidents in the battalion.”
“Frag incidents” or just “fragging” is current soldier slang in Vietnam for the murder or
attempted murder of strict, unpopular, or just aggressive officers and NCOs. With
extreme reluctance (after a young West Pointer from Senator Mike Mansfield’s Montana
was fragged in his sleep) the Pentagon has now disclosed that fraggings in 1970(109)
have more than doubled those of the previous year (96).
Word of the deaths of officers will bring cheers at troop movies or in bivouacs of
certain units.
In one such division -- the morale plagued Americal -- fraggings during 1971 have
been authoritatively estimated to be running about one a week.
Yet fraggings, though hard to document, form part of the ugly lore of every war. The first
such verified incident known to have taken place occurred 190 years ago when
Pennsylvania soldiers in the Continental Army killed one of their captains during the
night of 1 January 1781.
Bounties, raised by common subscription in amounts running anywhere from $50
to $1,000, have been widely reported put on the heads of leaders whom the
privates and Sp4s want to rub out.
Shortly after the costly assault on Hamburger Hill in mid-1969, the GI underground
newspaper in Vietnam, “G.I. Says”, publicly offered a $10,000 bounty on Lt. Col.
Weldon Honeycutt, the officer who ordered (and led) the attack. Despite several
attempts, however, Honeycutt managed to live out his tour and return Stateside.
“Another Hamburger Hill,” (i.e., toughly contested assault), conceded a veteran
major, is definitely out.”
The issue of “combat refusal”, and official euphemism for disobedience of orders
to fight -- the soldier’s gravest crime – has only recently been again precipitated
on the frontier of Laos by Troop B, 1st Cavalry’s mass refusal to recapture their
captain’s command vehicle containing communication gear, codes and other
secret operation orders.
As early as mid-1969, however, an entire company of the 196th Light Infantry Brigade
publicly sat down on the battlefield. Later that year, another rifle company, from the
famed 1st Air Cavalry Division, flatly refused -- on CBS-TV -- to advance down a
dangerous trail.
While denying further unit refusals the Air Cav has admitted some 35 individual refusals
in 1970 alone. By comparison, only two years earlier in 1968, the entire number of
officially recorded refusals for our whole army in Vietnam -- from over seven divisions was 68.
“Search and evade” (meaning tacit avoidance of combat by units in the field) is
now virtually a principle of war, vividly expressed by the GI phrase, “CYA (cover
your ass) and get home!”

That “search-and-evade” has not gone unnoticed by the enemy is underscored by
the Viet Cong delegation’s recent statement at the Paris Peace Talks that
communist units in Indochina have been ordered not to engage American units
which do not molest them. The same statement boasted - not without foundation
in fact - that American defectors are in the VC ranks.
Symbolic anti-war fasts (such as the one at Pleiku where an entire medical unit,
led by its officers, refused Thanksgiving turkey), peace symbols, “V”-signs not for
victory but for peace, booing and cursing of officers and even of hapless
entertainers such as Bob Hope, are unhappily commonplace.
Only last year an Air Force major and command pilot for Ambassador Bunker was
apprehended at Ton Son Nhut air base outside Saigon with $8 million worth of heroin in
his aircraft.
The major is now in Leavenworth.
Early this year, and Air force regular colonel was court-martialed and cashiered for
leading his squadron in pot parties, while, at Cam Ranh Air Force Base, 43 members of
the base security police squadron were recently swept up in dragnet narcotics raids.
All the foregoing facts – and mean more dire indicators of the worse kind of
military trouble – point to widespread conditions among American forces in
Vietnam that have only been exceeded in this century by the French Army’s
Nivelle mutinies of 1917 and the collapse of the Tsarist armies in 1916 and 1917.
Sedition – coupled with disaffection within the ranks, and externally fomented
with an audacity and intensity previously inconceivable – infests the Armed
Services:
At best count, there appear to be some 144 underground newspapers published on or
aimed at U.S. military bases in this country and overseas. Since 1970 the number of
such sheets has increased 40% (up from 103 last fall).
These journals are not mere gripe-sheets that poke soldier fun in the “Beetle
Bailey” tradition, at the brass and the sergeants.
“In Vietnam,” writes the Ft Lewis-McChord Free Press, “the Lifers, the Brass, are
the true Enemy, not the enemy.” Another West Coast sheet advises readers:
“Don’t desert. Go to Vietnam and kill your commanding officer.”
At least 14 GI dissent organizations (including two made up exclusively of
officers) now operate more or less openly. Ancillary to these are at least six
antiwar veterans’ groups which strive to influence GIs.
Three well-established lawyer groups specialize in support of GI dissent. Two (GI Civil
Liberties Defense Committee and new York Draft and Military Law Panel) operate in the
open. A third is a semi-underground network of lawyers who can only be contacted
through the GI Alliance, a Washington, D.C., group which tries to coordinate seditious
antimilitary activities throughout the country.

One antimilitary legal effort operates right in the theater of war. A three-man law office,
backed by the Lawyers’ Military Defense Committee, of Cambridge, Mass., was set up
last fall in Saigon to provide free civilian legal services for dissident soldiers being courtmartialed in Vietnam.
Besides these lawyers’ fronts, the Pacific Counseling Service (an umbrella organization
with Unitarian backing for a prolifery of antimilitary activities) provides legal help and
incitement to dissident GIs through not one but seven branches (Tacoma, Oakland, Los
Angeles, San Diego, Monterey, Tokyo, and Okinawa).
Another of Pacific Counseling’s activities is to air-drop planeloads of sedition literature
into Oakland’s sprawling Army Base, our major West Coast staging point for Vietnam
On the religious front, a community of turbulent priests and clergymen, some
unfrocked, calls itself the Order of Maximilian.
Maximilian is a saint said to have been martyred by the Romans for refusing
military service as un-Christian. Maximilian’s present-day followers visit military
posts, infiltrate brigs and stockades in the guise of spiritual counseling, work to
recruit military chaplains, and hold services of “consecrations” of post chapels in
the name of their saintly draft-dodger.
By present count at least 11 (some go as high as 26) off-base antiwar “coffee houses”
ply GIs with rock music, lukewarm coffee, antiwar literature, how-to-do-it tips on
desertion, and similar disruptive counsels. Among the best-known coffee houses are:
The Shelter Half (Ft Lewis, Wash.); The Home Front (Ft Carson, Colo.); and The Oleo
Strut (Ft Hood, Tex.).
Virtually all the coffee houses are or have been supported by the U.S. Serviceman’s
Fund, whose offices are in new York City’s Bronx.
While refusing to divulge names, IRS sources say that the serviceman’s Fund has been
largely bankrolled by well-to-do liberals.
One example of this kind of liberal support for sedition which did surface identifiably last
year was the $8,500 nut channeled from the Philip Stern Family Foundation to
underwrite Seaman Roger Priest’s underground paper OM, which, among other writings,
ran do-it-yourself advice for desertion to Canada and advocated assassination of
President Nixon.
“Entertainment Industry for Peace and Justice,” the antiwar show-biz front
organized by Jane Fonda, Dick Gregory, and Dalton Trumbo, now claims over 800
film, TV, and music names. This organization is backing Miss Fonda’s antimilitary
road-show that opened outside the gates of Ft. Bragg, N.C., in mid-March.
Describing her performances (scripted by Jules Pfeiffer) as the soldiers’ alternative to
Bob Hope, Miss Fonda says her case will repeat the Ft Bragg show at or outside 19
more major bases.

Freshman Representative Ronald V. Dellums (D-Calif.) runs a somewhat different
kind of antimilitary production.
As a Congressman, Dellums cannot be barred from military posts and has been
taking full advantage of the fact. At Ft Meade, Md., last month, Dellums led a
soldier audience as they booed and cursed their commanding officer who was
present on-stage in the post theater which the Army had to make available.

MORE:

THE SUCCESSFUL ANTI-WAR
REBELLION OF THE ARMED
FORCES IN VIETNAM
[Part 2]
“Unpunished Sedition, And
Recalcitrant Antimilitary
Malevolence”
Elected Enlisted Men’s Councils “Made
Up Of Privates And Sp 4s (NCOs Aren’t
Allowed) Which Sits At The Elbow Of
Every Unit Commander Down To The
Companies”
[Thanks to Mark Shapiro, who sent this in.]
By Col. Robert D. Heinl, Jr., Armed Forces Journal, 7 June, 1971 [Excerpts]

The Action Groups
Not unsurprisingly, the end-product of the atmosphere of incitement of unpunished
sedition, and of recalcitrant antimilitary malevolence which pervades the world of the
draftee (and to an extent the low-ranking men in “volunteer” services, too) is overt action.
During 1970, large armory thefts were successfully perpetrated against Oakland Army
Base, Vets Cronkhite and Ord, and even the marine Corps Base at Camp Pendleton,

where a team wearing Marine uniforms got away with nine M-16 rifles and an M-79
grenade launcher.
Operating in the middle West, three soldiers from Ft Carson, Colo., home of the Army’s
permissive experimental unite, the 4th Mechanized Division, were recently indicted by a
federal grand jury for dynamiting the telephone exchange, power plant and water works
of another Army installation, Camp McCoy, Wis., on 26 July 1970.
The Navy, particularly on the West Coast, has also experienced disturbing cases of
sabotage in the past two years, mainly directed at ships’ engineering and electrical
machinery.
It will be surprising, according to informed officers, if further such tangible evidence of
disaffection within the ranks does not continue to come to light. Their view is that the
situation could become considerably worse before it gets better.
Part of the defense establishment’s problem with the judiciary is the now widely
pursued practice of taking commanding officers into civil courts by dissident
soldiers either to harass or annul normal discipline or administrative procedures
or the services.
Only a short time ago, for example, a dissident group of active-duty officers, members of
the concerned Officers’ Movement (COM), filed a sweeping lawsuit against Defense
Secretary Laird himself, as well as all three service secretaries, demanding official
recognition of their “right” to oppose the Vietnam war, accusing the secretaries of
“harassing” them, and calling for court injunction to ban disciplinary “retaliation” against
COM members.
Such nuisance suits from the inside (usually, like the Laird suit, on constitutional
grounds) by people still in uniform, let alone by officers, were unheard-of until two or
three years ago.
Now, according to one Army general, the practice has become so command that,
in his words, “I can’t even give a /34/ directive without getting permission from my
staff judge advocate.”
Other reports tell of jail-delivery attacks on Army stockades and military police to release
black prisoners, and of officers being struck in public by black soldiers. Augsburg,
Krailsheim, and Hohenfels are said to be rife with racial trouble.

Desertions And Disasters
With conditions what they are in the Armed Forces, and with intense efforts on the part
of elements in our society to disrupt discipline and destroy morale the consequences can
be clearly measured in two ultimate indicators: man-power retention (reenlistments and
their antithesis, desertions); and the state of discipline.
In both respects the picture is anything but encouraging.

Desertion, to be sure, has often been a serious problem in the past. In 1826, for
example, desertions exceeded 50% of the total enlistments in the Army. During the Civil
War, in 1864, Jefferson Davis reported to the Confederate Congress: “Two thirds of our
men are absent, most absent without leave.”
Desertion rates are going straight up in Army, Marines, and Air Force. Curiously,
however, during the period since 1968 when desertion has nearly doubled for all three
other services, the Navy’s rate has risen by less than 20 percent.
In 1970, the Army had 65,643 deserters, or roughly the equivalent of four infantry
divisions.
This desertion rate (52.3 soldiers per thousand) is well over twice the peak rate for
Korea (22.5 per thousand).
If desertions continue to rise (as they are still doing this year), they will attain or surpass
the WWII peak of 63 per thousand, which, incidentally, occurred in the same year (1945)
when more soldiers were actually being discharged from the Army for psychoneurosis
than were drafted.
The marines in 1970 had the highest desertion index in the modern history of the Corps
and, for that year at least, slightly higher than the Army’s. Meanwhile, grimly remarked
one officer, “let the bastards go. We’re all the better without them.”
But letting the bastards go doesn’t work at all for the Army and the Navy, who do need a
lot of recruits and whose reenlistment problems are dire.
Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr., chief of naval Operations, minces no words. “We
have a personnel crisis,” he recently said, “that borders on disaster.”
The Navy’s crisis, as Zumwalt accurately describes it, is that of a highly technical,
material oriented service that finds itself unable to retain the expensively-trained
technicians needed to operate warships, which are the largest, most complex items of
machinery that man makes and uses.
*********************************
“Discipline,” George Washington once remarked, “is the soul of an army.”
Washington should know.
In January 1781, all the Pennsylvania and New Jersey troops in the Continental Army
mutinied. Washington only quelled the outbreaks by disarming the Jersey mutineers
and having their leaders shot in hollow square – by a firing squad made up of fellow
mutineers.
(The navy’s only mutiny, aboard USS Somers in 1842, was quelled when the captain
hanged the mutineers from the yardarm while still at sea.)
If Washington was correct (and almost any professional soldier, whether officer or NCO,
will agree), then the Armed Forces today are in deep trouble.

What enhances this trouble, by exponential dimensions, is the kind of manpower with
which the Armed Forces now have to work.
As early as three years ago, U.S. News and World Report reported that the
services were already plagued with “… a new breed of man, who thinks he is his
own Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, and Attorney General. He considers
himself superior to any officer alive. And he is smart enough to go by the book.
He walks a tightrope between the regulations and sedition.”
Yet the problem is not just one of trouble-makers and how to cope with them.
The trouble of the services – produced by and also in turn producing the dismaying
conditions described in this article – is above all a crisis of soul and backbone.
It entails – the word is not too strong – something very near a collapse of the
command authority and leadership George Washington saw as the soul of military
forces. This collapse results, at least in part, from a concurrent collapse of public
confidence in the military establishment.

Elected Enlisted Men’s Councils
General Matthew B. Ridgway, one of the Army’s finest leaders in this century (who
revitalized the shaken Eighth Army in Korea after its headlong rout by the Chinese in
1950) recently said, “Not before in my lifetime … has the Army’s public image fallen to
such low esteem …”
But the fall in public esteem of all three major services – not just the Army – is exceeded
by the fall or at least the enfeeblement of the hierarchic and disciplinary system by which
they exist and, when ordered to do so, fight and sometimes die.
Take the case of the noncommissioned and petty officers.
In Rudyard Kipling’s lines, “the backbone o’ the Army is the noncommissioned man!”
In the 4th Mechanized Division at Ft. Carson, Sp 4 David Gyongyos, on his second year
in the Army, enjoys an office across the hall from the division commander, a full-time
secretary, and staff car and driver also assigned full time. He has the home phone
numbers of the general and chief of staff and doesn’t hesitate to use them out of working
hours when he feels like it.
Gyongyos (with a bachelor’s degree in theology and two years’ law school) is
chairman of the division’s Enlisted Men’s Councils, a system of elected [councils]
made up of privates and Sp 4s (NCOs aren’t allowed) which sits at the elbow of
every unit commander down to the companies.
“I represent, electively,“ Gyongyos expansively told this reporter, “the 17,000 men
on this post.”

The division sergeant major, with a quarter-century in the Army, who is supposed to be
the division’s first soldiers and – non-electively – father and ombudsman of every soldier,
has an office with is on even on the same floor with the general (or Sp 4 Gyongyos
either). He gets his transportation, as needed, from the motor pool.
The very most that Gyongyos will concede to the sergeant major, the first sergeants, the
platoon sergeants – the historic enlisted leadership of armies – is that they are “combat
technicians.” They are not, he coldly adds, “highly skilled in the social sciences.”
The soldiers’ [councils] of the 4th Division represent an experiment in what the Army
calls “better communications”.
Conditions throughout the rest of the Army do not quite duplicate those at Carson, but
the same spirit is abroad. And experienced NCOs everywhere feel threatened or at least
puzzled.
Most major units of the Army, Navy, and Air force have some form of enlisted
men’s councils, as well as junior officer councils.
Even the trainee companies at Ft. Ord, Calif. have councils, made up of recruits,
who take questions and complaints past their DIs to company commanders and
hold weekly meetings and post minutes on bulletin-boards.
General Pershing, who once said, “All a soldier needs to know is how to shoot and
salute”, would be surprised.
As for the officers, said a four-star admiral, “We have lost our voice.”
**********************************
The foregoing may be true as far as admirals are concerned, but hasn’t hampered
short-term junior officers (including several West Pointers) from banding together
into highly vocal antiwar and antimilitary organizations, such as the Concerned
Officers’ Movement (COM).
At Norfolk, the local COM chapter has a peace billboard outside gate 2, Norfolk
Naval Station, where every sailor can profit by the example of his officers.

ANNIVERSARIES

June 17, 1838:

Anniversary On A Most Honorable
Act By General John Wool Of The
United States Army

General John Wool [Sonofthesouth.net]

Carl Bunin Peace History June 16-22
The Cherokee Nation began the 1,200-mile forced march known as the Trail of Tears.
Their removal from ancestral land in the southeast U.S. had been ordered by Pres.
Andrew Jackson as the result of a treaty signed by a small minority of the tribe, and
approved in the Senate by a one-vote margin.
Ordered to move on the Cherokee, General John Wool resigned his command in
protest; Gen. Winfield Scott and 7000 troops moved in to enforce the treaty.

“The Trail Where They Cried” (“Nunna daul Tsuny” in the Cherokee language) led from
northern Georgia to Oklahoma.
Along the way, an estimated 4,000 died from hunger, exposure and disease.

CLASS WAR REPORTS

OCCUPATION PALESTINE

Unarmed Palestinian Man Killed By
Zionist Occupation Forces, As Usual
10 June Ma‘an
JENIN —
Hundreds of mourners marched at the funeral of Izz al-Din Bani Gharra, 21, in Jenin on
Wednesday after he was shot and killed overnight during an Israeli arrest raid.

Mourners set off from the Sheikh Zayid Bin Sultan mosque of the Jenin refugee camp
where he was shot, and marched through the city demanding justice for his killing.
“I lost everything after Izz was killed, it was a shock, my son Izz loves life and he loves
Palestine. Israel killed him in cold blood,” Bani Gharra’s mother told Ma‘an. She heard
the sound of gunfire shortly before relatives told her that her son had been killed.
Fayiza Saleh, the aunt of Bani Gharra, said that Izz al-Din loved life and that his death
was part of Israel’s policy of targeting youths in the camp. Atta Abu Irmeileh, a member
of the Fatah movement in Jenin, said that Bani Gharra’s death reflects the Israel army’s
policy towards all Palestinians.
Gharra is the twelfth Palestinian to be killed by Israeli forces in occupied East Jerusalem,
West Bank, and Gaza since the start of 2015, according to UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, with over 900 injured, not including injuries
resulting from settler violence.

Photographer Denied From
Treatment After Being Shot By
Israeli Forces:
“Shtayyeh Was Hit In The Face By A
Rubber Bullet Which Entered His
Eye, Causing Serious Damage”
“The March Was Peaceful And No
Stones Were Thrown, No Photographers
Were Taking Any Pictures”
Jun 11 2015 Agencies and Ma’an
Israel has barred a Palestinian photographer shot in the eye by Israeli forces from
entering occupied East Jerusalem for specialist treatment, the injured photographer told
AFP on Wednesday.
Nidal Shtayyeh, who works for Chinese news agency Xinhua, was wounded while
covering a small demonstration at Huwarra checkpoint near the northern West Bank city
of Nablus on May 16.
As he was covering the rally, Shtayyeh was hit in the face by a rubber bullet which
entered his eye, causing serious damage, he told AFP.

“The march was peaceful and no stones were thrown, no photographers were
taking any pictures,” he said, accusing soldiers of firing sound bombs at the
photographers without any provocation.
“I raised my camera to my right eye to take a picture, but a soldier shot me in my
left eye with his rifle, and the rubber bullet went through my gas mask’s glass eye
cover and into my eye.”
An Italian camerawoman was also injured during the same demonstration which came
as Palestinians commemorated 67 years since the “Nakba,” or “catastrophe,” when an
estimated 760,000 Palestinians fled or were expelled from their homes during the
establishment of the state of Israel in 1948.
At the time, Israeli forces said at least 100 Palestinians had been throwing stones and
petrol bombs, and that the forces had responded with “riot dispersal means.”
Shtayyeh’s injury comes as rights groups criticize Israel for disproportionate use of force
against unarmed civilians during such demonstrations.
While crowd control weapons are intended to be non-lethal, many methods used by
Israeli forces can cause death, severe injury, and damage to property, according to
Israeli rights group B’Tselem.
Shtayyeh was rushed to Rafidiya hospital in Nablus for initial treatment but was
prescribed specialist help at St John’s eye hospital in occupied East Jerusalem.
Israel annexed East Jerusalem in 1967 in a move considered illegal by the international
community, and Palestinians living in the West Bank, are often barred by Israel from
crossing into the city, which they consider their capital.
As a Palestinian living in the West Bank, Shtayyeh had to apply for an Israeli
permit to enter, however Israeli authorities turned down his request.
He tried again two more times — once through the Red Cross and once through a
private Israeli lawyer. But both requests were rejected.
A spokesman for the Shin Bet internal security agency did not have an immediate
response.
Shtayyeh’s lawyer, Itai Matt, told AFP that his client had been informed it was the Shin
Bet preventing his entry, despite his having been granted such permission in the past.
According to Matt, Israeli security services “regularly bar entry to anyone
wounded by the army”.
“They even bar entry to wounded children seeking treatment in Jerusalem,
because they are worried that anyone wounded will try and take revenge after
their treatment,” he said.
Xinhua did not respond to AFP’s requests for a comment on the incident.

Shtayyeh is one of nearly 1,000 Palestinians to be injured by Israeli forces since the start
of 2015, according to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.
Israeli military courts rarely prosecute members of Israeli forces who cause injury or
death.
From 2000-2012, only 117 of 2,207 investigations opened by the Military Police Criminal
Investigations Division were indicted, about 5% of the total files opened, according to
Israeli human rights group Yesh-Din.
Shtayyah’s injury and inability to access treatment comes as groups Foreign Press
Association and Reporters Without Borders have alleged that Israeli forces deliberately
target press covering demonstrations.

Zionist Occupation Forces Shoot
Unarmed Palestinians, As Usual:
“Muhammad Majid, 20, Shot In The
Stomach And Chest With Live
Rounds And Is In Critical Condition”
“Ibrahim Mousa, 35, Is Also In Critical
Condition After He Was Shot In The
Abdomen While In His House”
12 June Ma‘an
QALQILIYA
Five Palestinians were injured, two critically, when Israelis forces opened live fire on the
Kafr Qaddum weekly march Friday.
A coordinator for the village’s popular resistance committee, Murad Shtewi, said that
Muhammad Majid, 20, had been shot in the stomach and chest with live rounds and is in
critical condition. Ibrahim Mousa, 35, is also in critical condition after he was shot in the
abdomen while in his house.
Shtewi also said that Muhammad Nidal, 20, and Mouiz Khader had been shot in the leg,
and Ayman Farouq, 38, in the hand.

Dozens of others suffered from excessive tear gas inhalation. Israeli forces had closed
down the village’s entrance since the early morning after they declared it a closed
military zone. As a result, those injured had to be evacuated from the village in private
cars using dirt roads. Israeli forces routinely suppress weekly marches by violent means.
In Kafr Qaddum, they also regularly declare the village a closed military zone in order to
prevent the weekly march from taking place.
The march is carried out to protest the Israeli separation wall and Israeli settlement
activity, both illegal under international law.

Occupation Soldiers Attack Unarmed
Palestinian, As Usual:
“Soldiers Kept Beating Him For Nearly
Ten Minutes”
13 June IMEMC/Agencies
After the army fired gas bombs at his home, in the al-Jalazoun refugee camp, Ramallah,
causing the family to suffer the effects of teargas inhalation, Shadi al-Ghabbashy tried to
stop the soldiers, but they violently and repeatedly attacked him, kicking and beating
him, and striking him on the head with their guns, and kidnapped him.
Al-Ghabbashy was heavily bleeding from his head, in addition to several parts of his
body, as the soldiers kept beating him for nearly ten minutes, throwing him onto the
ground, and striking him repeatedly, before cuffing him, and took him to their base, in
Bet El illegal settlement, security and military base, Ali Dar Ali of Palestine TV has
reported.
The soldiers also stopped several Palestinian cars, and used them as shields while firing
at local protesters, who clashed with them after invading their town.
The soldiers also fired rubber-coated metal bullets at several cars; wounding one man
after the bullets smashed the windshield, and struck him in the arm.
At least ten Palestinians were shot by rubber-coated metal bullets, and many others
suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation, while the army said one soldier was mildly
injured.
To check out what life is like under a murderous military occupation commanded
by foreign terrorists, go to:
http://www.maannews.net/eng/Default.aspx and
http://www.palestinemonitor.org/list.php?id=ej898ra7yff0ukmf16
The occupied nation is Palestine. The foreign terrorists call themselves “Israeli.”

DANGER: POLITICIANS AT WORK
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